
LONDON: As dollars dry up, global finance is
growing increasingly dependent on opaque cur-
rency trading to keep cash flowing. Banks and
other short-term dollar borrowers are becoming
ever more reliant on the $3.2 trillion-a-day for-
eign exchange swap market, data shows, leaving
them dangerously exposed should US lenders
stop feeding the system, even if only temporarily. 

Swaps users had a scare in September, when
the US Federal Reserve had to pump cash into
markets as rates in the $2.2 trillion US “repo”
market spiked and spilled into FX swap markets,
sending the premium to borrow dollars shooting
higher. “It affected us in the FX swaps market a
great deal. There was a lot of panic around,
spreads widening, increased volatility,” said
James Topham, a forex forwards trader at Cana-
dian bank BMO, adding that on Sept 16 “unusu-
ally large and persistent” dollar borrowing was
evident from clients.

Such reminders of potential disruptions to the
“plumbing” of money markets, best exemplified
during the 2008 financial crisis, have regulators
on guard for anything that could trigger a repeat.
Some now fear that swaps could be that catalyst,
possibly as soon as the end of 2019, if US banks,
the main conduit for dollars, cut back lending to
meet cash reserve rules. “Around year-end ... the

normal supply dynamics will be thrown out,”
said Topham. Tighter regulations stipulating
lenders must hold at least 8% of capital as re-
serves, rising US protectionism and corporate
cash repatriation are all shrinking dollar supply.

Reflecting the increased reliance on cur-
rency markets to borrow dollars, FX swap vol-
umes have grown to represent 49% of total
currency trading, from 42% in 2013, Bank for
International Settlements (BIS) figures from
August show. This has led the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) and the BIS, as well as
monetary policymakers such as the European
Central Bank, to keep a wary eye as the cost of
borrowing dollars has inched higher in the past
decade, making it more costly for global banks
and companies to fund investments.

Off-balance sheet
Unlike regular ‘spot’ currency transactions,

swaps involve two parties swapping one cur-
rency for another. Repayment is after a set pe-
riod and fixed at a forward exchange rate
determined by the gap in interest rates on the
two currencies. Many central bankers say bank
borrowing and funding via swaps, which are
typically used for hedging, day-to-day liquid-
ity management or even speculation, is driving

the increase in FX swaps as they are “off-bal-
ance sheet”. 

This is favorable for banks and companies
because the lower their debt, the higher their
credit rating. It is also cheaper to hold a smaller
amount of debt on the balance sheet. One central
bank official said that authorities were keeping
an eye on the end-2019 period but they are also
concerned about borrowers’ ability to refinance.

“A lot of FX trading activity is very short
term. That could expose banks to significant
rollover risks,” the official added. Borrowing via
swaps could amount to $14 trillion or more,
Claudio Borio, head of the BIS monetary and
economic department estimated. And the dollar
funding gap, the difference between non-US-
banks’ dollar assets and liabilities, may be up to
$1.5 trillion, said Tobias Adrian, director of mon-
etary and capital markets department at the IMF.

“Much of that has to be funded in FX swap
markets, and those markets can be fragile,”
Adrian told Reuters. While the IMF has “a very
granular breakdown” of FX swap borrowing and
risk managers typically perform stress tests on
banks, Adrian said it remains a “worry”. The cen-
tral bank official said stress tests implied some
banks use swaps for more than 10% of their
funding, while the BIS says dollars are on one

side of 90% of all currency trades.
Because dollar demand is so high, lenders ask

for a price premium known as the cross-cur-
rency basis, which tends to become more nega-
tive as dollar shortages deepen.

This is increasingly costly for non-US
banks without dollar deposits and dollar-de-
nominated collateral and these must turn to
swaps to finance trade and hedge investments.
Other dollar-dependent borrowers, particu-
larly in emerging markets, are also suffering.
Aside from US banks, potential winners could
include suppliers of petro-dollar liquidity such
as major oil firms.

Back to basis
Money market traders and regulators do not

expect a re-run of the 2008 and 2011 crises,
when dollar borrowing dried up outside the
United States as US banks hoarded it at home.
The September repo rate spike abated as the
Fed pumped cash into money markets and swap
rates also eased. While the global dollar swap
market lacks such a backstop, central banks out-
side of the United States can provide dollars via
“emergency liquidity assistance”, aimed at finan-
cial institutions that are facing temporary liquid-
ity problems. — Reuters
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WASHINGTON: The Boeing logo is seen during the 70th annual International Astronautical Congress at
the Walter E Washington Convention Center in Washington, DC. — AFP 

Concerns over year-end dollar squeeze, funding costs

WASHINGTON: Boeing Co has abandoned a
key automation system used to make fuselage
sections for its 777 jetliners amid reports of re-
liability issues, and will instead partially switch
back to mechanics, the planemaker said yes-
terday. The company began to build 777 fuse-
lages in 2015 in an upright orientation, with
robots drilling holes and installing fasteners, an
initiative known as fuselage automated upright
build (FAUB). 

The world’s biggest planemaker said it had
stopped using the system which, according to in-
dustry sources, caused problems with reliability
and rework issues. Boeing had faced delays last
year when the FAUB machine was tried out on ex-
isting versions of the 777. Instead, the company
will switch to “flex tracks” - an automated method
to drill the holes along the circumference of the

airplane that are then fastened manually. 
The system was developed by Boeing Com-

mercial Airplanes and has been tested in commer-
cial and defense programs, company spokesman
Paul Bergman said in an emailed statement. Im-
plementation of flex tracks for the 777 fuselage
began in the second quarter and Boeing expects
the transition to be complete by the year-end,
Bergman said. 

There are no planned changes in total staffing
and the company continues to implement robotic
systems on areas such as wing manufacturing for
the 777X. The setback highlights continuing pres-
sure on the company’s management at a time it is
trying to obtain approval to return its grounded
737 MAX jetliner to service before the end of this
year. The change in production strategy for the 777
was reported earlier by Bloomberg. — Reuters

Consortium wins 
massive iron ore 
deal in Guinea
DAKAR: An Asian-backed consortium said it
had won a bid to mine one of the world’s biggest
deposits of iron ore, in a remote region of the
West African state of Guinea. In a statement, So-
ciete Miniere de Boke (SMB) said it had won a
government tender to exploit blocks 1 and 2 of
vast iron reserves in the Simandou mountains in
the southeast of the country.

The deposits have been dogged by years of
controversy, including allegations of bribery.
SMB is a joint venture that includes a Guinean
transport and logistical company, United Mining
Supply; a Singaporean shipping company, Win-
ning Shipping; Chinese aluminum producer
Shandong Weiqiao; and China’s Yantai Port. The
firm, created in 2014, says it is Guinea’s biggest
bauxite exporter.

A source close to the bidding process said
SMB won out over Australia’s Fortescue Metals
Group because it had promised to export the
ore through Guinea, as opposed to trucking it
through neighboring Liberia. To do this, it prom-
ised to build a 650-kilometre railway line and a
deep-water port at Matakong on the Atlantic
coast. The source said the consortium mentioned
an investment of $10 billion (9.1 billion euros)
over five years.

The Simandou deposits have been estimated
at 2.4 billion tons of high-grade ore, which sells
at a premium price as it causes less air pollution-

a major problem in China-than lower-grade ore
when processed into steel. But exploiting the lu-
crative deposit has been dogged for years by the
region’s remoteness, squabbles over mining
rights and allegations of corruption. Mining
rights that were initially awarded to the Anglo-
Australian giant Rio Tinto were handed in 2008
to BSGR, a company controlled by Franco-Is-
raeli businessman Beny Steinmetz.

Legal battles 
In 2010, after veteran opposition leader Pres-

ident Alpha Conde came to power, ending
Guinea’s long period of authoritarian rule,
BSGR’s rights were cancelled. A years-long legal
battle ensued, culminating in an agreement ear-
lier this year under which Steinmetz agreed to
surrender any claim on mining rights while
Guinea promised to drop prosecution for al-
leged corruption. However, investigations into
alleged bribes have been opened in Switzerland,
concerning Steinmetz, and in Australia and
Britain, concerning Rio Tinto. Guinea has vast
resources in raw minerals for industrial use as
well as gold and diamonds, but its population of
12.7 million is one of the poorest in the world.

Despite the end of authoritarian rule in 2010,
the country remains politically unstable, and
deadly protests have erupted over suspicions
that Conde wants to change the constitution in
order to seek a third term in office. In May, the
World Bank sounded a warning of “serious neg-
ative effects” on the environment and biodiver-
sity from mining and hydro power schemes. On
its website, SMB says it contributed $600 mil-
lion to the Guinean economy last year, and its
development strategy attaches “primary impor-
tance to local results of mining and its environ-
mental consequences.” — AFP 
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